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China’s residential property market is
growing again
China's growing middle class continues to drive housing demand, but
we believe restrictive policies are (still) working to avoid a bubble burst
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Surprisingly strong growth in 1Q18
China's property development sector is well known to be under government's restrictive mortgage
and administrative measures, especially the residential property market. By this logic, investment
in the industry should remain controlled. 

But 10.4% year on year growth of real estate investment in March is certainly a stronger than
expected number for the market. The last time fixed asset investment in real estate grew at this
speed was in February 2015. Growth in real estate investment was only 7.0% in 2017.

Interestingly, restrictive measures haven't deterred property developers experiencing good sales,
which has driven them to invest more in the sector.
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Fixed asset investment growth by industry
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Residential property drives growth
Sales of private residential properties were 11.4%YoY in the first quarter of 2018, not only beating
the overall sector's 10.4% but also contributing to more than 84% of all property sales, which
include office and retail too.

We believe strong home sales have led to the 12.2% rise in new home construction, which was
above the overall real estate sector's 9.7% growth. Land sales value grew more than 20% even
land sales area grew only mildly by 0.5%YoY. All in all, these activities have pushed up fixed asset
investment in the residential real estate by more than 13%. 

Better home sales came from higher prices
Sales have been stronger than expected because house prices have continued to rise. Though the
Statistic Bureau reported that out of the 15 major cities, seven of them suffered from falling new
home prices on a monthly basis in March, the phenomenon did not apply to a larger picture of 70
cities. 

Out of the 70 cities in China, 55 cities experienced rising home price on a monthly basis, and 60
cities had a higher home price on a year-on-year basis in March. 

Home buyers moving to affordable cities
Our view is that restrictive policies are still working to avoid a bubble burst.

The responsibility of housing policies lies with the local government rather than the central
government which is why different cities have different restrictive measures on down payment for
mortgages, eligibility of potential buyers to buy their first home or additional homes; and home
pricing policy on property developers. And, these measures change from time to time among
cities.

So when buyers end up buying in cities, they have not lived in just because of lower house prices

http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/zxfb/201804/t20180418_1594610.html
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and slightly looser policies, this drives up the prices in lower-tier cities.

But so far this has not created a large crowd arbitraging different policies in different cities mainly
because buyers are expected to have a job in the city that they would like to buy a home in. This is
a big decision for most people. More, not many buyers are willing to invest in homes that are
located in a remote location of the country because they risk a low resale value in cities that have
a small population. 

So the central government's delegation of housing policies to the local level is still effective to
control housing bubble, and the objective of the government is not to suppress home price to a
level that leads to bubble burst.

Investment in real estate will continue
We believe the growing middle class will continue to be the main driver of demand that
supports the housing market as many are eager to own a home, and worried rising house
prices will curb their affordability. 

Home price would continue to rise when there are different tightness of home price
measures among cities so that potential home buyers can take advantage of.

But on average, the speed of house price increase is moderate at the national level, which
makes us believe that it is unlikely the government will apply stringent measures to squeeze
the property bubble hard, which could yield an unexpected bursting effect. 

As property developers expect better home sales to continue, their investments in real
estate would also continue. We believe that the residential property market would enjoy a
comeback.


